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Gas puff imaging of edge turbulence „invited …
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The gas puff imaging~GPI! diagnostic can be used to study the turbulence present at the edge of
magnetically confined plasmas. In this diagnostic the instantaneous two-dimensional~2D! radial vs
poloidal structure of the turbulence is measured using fast-gated cameras and discrete fast chords.
By imaging a controlled neutral gas puff, of typically helium or deuterium, the brightness and
contrast of the turbulent emission fluctuations are increased and the structure can be measured
independently of natural gas recycling. In addition, recent advances in ultrafast framing cameras
allow the turbulence to be followed in time. The gas puff itself does not perturb the edge turbulence
and the neutral gas does not introduce fluctuations in the emission that could possibly arise from a
nonsmooth ~turbulent! neutral gas puff. Results from neutral transport and atomic physics
simulations using the DEGAS 2 code are discussed showing that the observed line emission is
sensitive to modulations in both the electron density and the electron temperature. The GPI
diagnostic implementation in the National Spherical Torus Experiment~NSTX! and Alcator C-Mod
tokamak is presented together with example results from these two experiments. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1535249#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma turbulence at the edge of magnetically confi
plasmas has been previously observed as broadband flu
tions in visible light emission,1,2 as well as measured wit
Langmuir probes3,4 and beam emission spectroscopy~BES!.5

The transport at the edge and across the scrape-off l
depends on the level and characteristics of this turbule
and, consequently, so do the edge temperature and de
The edge conditions then may affect the core confinem
through their effect on edge gradients and gradient dri
instabilities such as drift waves. Possibly, also, the edge
bulence may play an important role in high confineme
physics~i.e., H-mode physics! where steep edge pedestals
the temperature and density form within the closed field l
region in proximity to the separatrix. The ubiquitous ed
turbulence, seen in TFTR,6,7 Asdex,3 Alcator C-Mod,1,8

DIII-D, 5 NSTX,2 and other devices4,9,10is also conjectured to
be related to density limit observed with very similar scali
in devices as diverse as large aspect ratio tokamaks, sphe
tori, and reversed field pinches. In this paper we prese
new diagnostic, termed gas puff imaging~GPI!, that can be
employed to study edge turbulence.

The visible emission from the edge of toroidally co
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fined plasmas is modulated, in principle, by both the lo
temperature and density fluctuations. This visible emiss
from neutral atoms recycled from the vessel walls, is a
dependent on the amount of recycling. In the GPI diagnos
a controlled neutral gas puff, of typically helium or deut
rium, is injected at the edge of the torus and the visible lig
emission from the gas cloud~HeI line at 587.6 nm orDa line
at 656.2 nm! is then imaged with short exposures, shor
than the autocorrelation time of the turbulence. The ima
obtained, typically in the radial vs poloidal plane, correspo
then directly to the instantaneous structure of the turbulen
without the need to infer this structure from statistical cor
lations between a small number of measurements suc
those of Langmuir probes. In addition, if the framing rate
the camera employed is faster than the lifetime of the tur
lent structures within the field of view, the motion of th
turbulence can be followed. Recent advances in CCD de
tor technology allows the turbulence to be followed in th
manner without the need for mechanical framing camera
chemical emulsion films.

GPI diagnostics have been implemented in both the
tional Spherical Torus Experiment~NSTX! ~Ref. 11! and the
high aspect ratio Alcator C-Mod tokamak.12 The setup in
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2021Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 3, March 2003 Plasma diagnostics
both of these toroidal devices is presented in Sec. II toge
with some discussion on diagnostics issues such as re
tion and image interpretation, which are closely related to
atomic physics for the gas being puffed. Some results fr
NSTX and Alcator C-mod are given in Sec. III. The artic
concludes with a summary and discussion of the advanta
and difficulties of the GPI diagnostics, relative to other dia
nostics employed in the study of edge turbulence.

II. THE GAS PUFF IMAGING DIAGNOSTIC

In the GPI diagnostic a neutral gas, typically helium
deuterium, is puffed at the edge of the torus and the vis
line emission from the gas cloud, for example, the HeI line
587.6 nm orDa at 656.2 nm, is imaged by means of fas
framing cameras and linear detector arrays. These mea
ments are performed with high spatial resolution and e
ploying individual frame exposures~time resolution for the
case of the detector arrays! shorter than the autocorrelatio
time of the turbulent structures. This emission, under
collisional radiative approximation, and assuming negligi
time-dependent effects, will depend on the local elect
densityne and temperatureTe as

S~photons/s m3!5nof ~ne ,Te!A, ~1!

whereno is the local neutral density,A is the radiative decay
rate for the observed line, andf (ne ,Te) is a function that
gives the density ratio between neutrals in the upper stat
the transition to those in the ground state. The decay raA
being much larger than the inverse of the autocorrela
time of the fluctuations~which is typically greater than 10
ms!, ensures that the emission observed corresponds to
local plasma parameters. The dependence onne and Te ,
through the functionf, modulates the line emission accordin
to the fluctuations in both these two plasma parameters.
actual dependence, obtained from modeling the collisio
and radiative processes affecting the individual excited st
of the neutral gas, will be discussed in Sec. II B.

Of particular importance for the success of GPI as
diagnostic for edge turbulence are the assumptions tha
gas puff does not perturb the edge turbulence significa
and that the neutral gas does not introduce fluctuati
through the neutral density,no in Eq. ~1!. Both of these as-
sumptions will be justified later on in this section.

It has been observed, and reported elsewhere,2,13 that the
turbulence correlation length along the magnetic field line
much longer that the correlation length in the transverse
rections, i.e., radial and poloidal directions. Consequen
the most interesting plane to observe the turbulence is on
radial vs poloidal plane, that is, observe the gas puff em
sion with a line of sight parallel to the local magnetic field
the gas cloud. We briefly describe below the hardware imp
mented in the National Spherical Torus Experiment~NSTX!
and the Alcator C-Mod tokamak that allows GPI measu
ments to be performed in these two devices.

A. Diagnostic setup

A gas puff imaging diagnostic has been developed
NSTX, a low aspect ratio tokamak~minor radiusa567 cm
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and major radiusR585 cm! that operates at toroidal mag
netic fields typically in the 0.3–0.45 T range. The in-ves
diagnostic setup in NSTX can be seen in Fig. 1~a!. The gas is
injected through a 29 cm long pipe with 30 equally spaced
mm diam holes on its plasma facing side. The elonga
emitting gas cloud, that is then located just above the m
plane on the low field side of the torus, is imaged throug
re-entrant window placed so that the gas cloud is obser
along a field line when the experiment is run at 0.9 MA
toroidal plasma current and 0.35 T of toroidal field, a;42°
angle respect to horizontal. The window is shuttered off d
ing glow discharge cleaning and boronization to avoid co
ings being deposited on its surface. A 30 cm330 cm ~ap-
prox.! viewing area at the gas cloud plane is imaged into

FIG. 1. ~Color! Gas puff imaging diagnostic setup in NSTX. The in-vess
components of the setup, including the re-entrant viewing port and the li
gas manifold can be seen in~a!. The emission from the elongated gas clou
produced by the manifold is imaged along the direction of the local m
netic field line.~b! shows an image of the gas cloud, obtained with a 74ms
exposure and a HeI interference filter~587.6 nm!, as observed from a win-
dow on the opposite site of the vessel~shot 108975!. The structure seen on
the neutral line emission follows the local field line.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Downloaded 13 
TABLE I. Imaging cameras used in NSTX and Alcator C-Mod.

Xybion
~analog!

Kodak
EM1012

Phantom
v.4 PSI-3a PSI-4a

Intensified Yes Yes Yes~ILS-3! No No
Array size
~pixels!

6403240 2393192 5123512 64364 160380

Frame speed
~frames/s!

60 1000 1000 <5 000 000 <1 000 000

Max. speed
~frames/s!

••• 6000 32000 ••• •••

Frame
storage

~video! 1638 4000 12 28

Usage C-Mod NSTX NSTX C-Mod NSTX

aPrinceton Scientific Instruments.
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400 pixel3400 pixel coherent fiber optic bundle. The oth
end of this bundle is then imaged either into fast-gated c
eras or a linear array of 7 photomultiplier tubes with the u
of a beamsplitter. Each of these 7 tubes is used then to re
the emission from an;2 cm diam area of the gas clou
along a radial chord of the plasma with;100 kHz band-
width. ~This array of 7 tubes was later upgraded to 13 tu
in a radial-poloidal cross pattern.! Helium, deuterium, and
argon have been puffed in NSTX, although only results in
will be shown in this article. An interference filter centered
587.6 nm is used to select the 33D – 2 3P HeI line transition
at this wavelength. Typically, a helium influx of;631020

atoms/s is injected for about;50 ms. Figure 1~b! show an
image of the He gas cloud as observed from a window
cated;180° toroidally, opposite to the gas manifold. Th
shadow of the 20 cm radius center column of NSTX can
seen on the left side of this image. The re-entrant wind
used for GPI is located towards the bottom right of this i
age, although not in its field of view. The structure of the H
emission seen in this figure is oriented along the magn
field direction at the gas cloud location and the tim
averaged emission is;24 cm wide~FWHM! along this di-
rection.

The GPI system in Alcator C-Mod is in many ways sim
lar to that in NSTX.~A schematic view of the in-vessel hard
ware can be seen in Fig. 1 of Ref. 8.! The gas is puffed
radially into the edge of the plasma through a single-poin
mm diam nozzle rather than an elongated, multihole ma
fold. The gas cloud is viewed with an in-vessel telesco
aimed at the puff from a direction along the local magne
filed line ~;11° respect to horizontal!. An area of approxi-
mately 6 cm36 cm just below the midplane is image
through a small window, onto the 400 pixel3400 pixel co-
herent fiber optic bundle. The fast-gated camera then ima
the other end of this bundle. A separate in-vessel telesc
and three discrete optical fibers are used to capture, u
fast photodiodes and high-gain broadband amplifiers,
time evolution of the emission in 3.5 mm diam spots loca
radially along the gas cloud. Both deuterium and heliu
have been used as puffed gases in Alcator C-Mod. Never
less, only results withD2 will be presented in this paper and
in this case, interference filters for theDa line ~656.2 nm! are
used in both the imaging camera and discrete view
chords. Typically 1019– 1020 atoms/s are puffed steadily du
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ing the current flat-top of the plasma discharge. The
cloud produced in this manner has, in the vicinity of t
separatrix, a;6 cm ~FWHM! extension along the field line
direction.

Several different imaging cameras have been used
NSTX and Alcator C-Mod to capture the instantaneous
radial vs poloidal, structure of the neutral gas emission. T
main characteristics of these cameras can be seen in Ta
While the framing speed of these cameras range from
frames/s in the case of the intensified Xybion video cam
to 1 000 000 frame/s in the devices from Princeton Scient
Instruments, a common ability of these cameras is that
exposure of each frame can be reduced to 10ms or shorter
and in this way ‘‘freeze’’ the turbulence.

The ultrafast PSI-3 and PSI-4 cameras allow the tur
lence to be followed in time producing ‘‘moving’’ image
sequences and not just uncorrelated snapshots like thos
tained at much smaller framing speeds. The special CCD
the PSI cameras has the facility of storing the images wit
the sensor itself, thus circumventing the bandwidth proble
normally associated with digitizing the array and storing t
data in memory banks common to high frame-rate dig
cameras such as the Kodak EM1012 and Phantom v.4. E
pixel of the PSI cameras consists of a photodetector an
CCD-type charge-storage memory array. In each clock cy
of the camera, photoelectrons generated by the photodete
are shifted into the adjacent charge storage sites of the pix
memory array, thereby acquiring a frame. Once the acqu
tion is completed, the charge in the storage sites is digiti
at a slower rate. Although the PSI cameras are not inte
fied, their net quantum efficiency of;30% at the wave-
lengths of interest allow short exposures~<10 ms! to be
used.

B. Diagnostic issues

The spatial resolution of the optical system is 2–3 mm
the gas puff plane in both NSTX and Alcator C-Mod. Ne
ertheless, as the emitting cloud extends toroidally, and wit
the embedded turbulent structure, due to the curvature of
flux surfaces in the plasma the observed structures will
tentially extend radially degrading the radial resolution. In
similar way if the line of sight is not parallel to the loca
magnetic field line direction, there can be loss of poloid
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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resolution when observing the turbulent structures which
along this field line. Both of these loss-of-resolution effe
are bigger the larger the neutral gas cloud is in the direc
line of sight direction. In the case of NSTX the gas pu
manifold is 15–20 cm from the plasma edge and con
quently, as seen in connection with Fig. 1~b! the gas cloud
extends;24 cm along the line of sight~which is close to the
field line direction!. As a result the radial resolution degrad
to <3 cm radially. On the other hand, if the plasma curre
and toroidal field are selected so that the pitch angle at
gas cloud is close to the;42° from which the gas cloud is
observed the poloidal resolution remains close to the 3
dictated by the optical system. In Alcator C-Mod, the g
puff nozzle is much closer to the plasma edge~;2.5 cm! and
hence the gas cloud extends only;6 cm along the line of
sight. This extent is not large enough to produce any subs
tial degradation in the radial and poloidal resolutions, as lo
as the pitch angle at the gas cloud remains close to the
respect to horizontal for which the hardware is optimized8

A key assumption for the success of GPI as a diagno
for edge turbulence is that neutral gas does not introd
fluctuations through the neutral densityno or, in other words,
that the neutral density is smooth within the gas cloud.
looking at images such as that in Fig. 1~b! and similar ones
obtained with exposures a factor 3 shorter, one can see
this assumption is justified. The structure observed in
emission in these images is aligned with the magnetic fi
and corresponds to fluctuations in the electron density
temperature. No structure is seen along the field line dir
tion where fluctuations due to the neutral density should
discernable. Along the field line direction only an emissi
distribution resembling a Gaussian has been observed c
sponding to the gas flow pattern from the nozzle or the op
ings in the linear manifold. A similar result was obtained
experiments that characterized neutral gas flow from noz
into vacuum for laser-gas interaction research.14 In these ex-
periments too very smooth spatial distributions in the neu
gas density were inferred. The basic physics behind th
smooth distributions may be that the neutral gas flow
comes collisionless just past the nozzle or openings
hence any density gradients or structure that the neutral
sity may have at the nozzle tip is smoothed out by the r
dom velocity distribution by the time the atoms get to t
plasma edge.

Also key to the success of GPI as a diagnostic for e
turbulence is the assumption that the neutral gas puff d
not affect nor produce fluctuations. One possible mechan
for this may be due to increased energy losses due to ion
tion and/or radiation. Nevertheless there is ample empir
evidence that the gas puff does NOT affect the edge tu
lence being diagnosed. In first place, it was observed in
cator C-Mod that the frequency spectrum of theDa fluctua-
tions as measured by the fast diodes is similar to
spectrum of fluctuations in the ion saturation current m
sured by a Langmuir probe at the same radius~see, for in-
stance, Fig. 5 of Ref. 8!. Second, the spatial structure, fr
quency spectrum, and relative fluctuation levels of the
cloud emission did not vary significantly when the gas flo
rate was varied over the 1019– 1020 atoms/s range in Alcato
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C-Mod and over a factor 5 in NSTX. An example of this lac
of perturbation can be seen in Fig. 2, where the freque
spectra at two different time intervals while the gas puff
being established in NSTX show very similar characteristi
with the possible exception of a higher contribution of hi
frequency noise in the trace corresponding to the low fl
rate. Third, no significant change in the fluctuation was s
by a Langmuir probe in Alcator C-Mod that was located
the same minor radius as the GPI cloud with and without
gas puff present. It should be pointed out that although
probe was at the same flux surface as the gas cloud,
probe was not necessarily on the same magnetic field l
The physical explanation for these results which indicate
absence of perturbation at the puff levels used in the exp
ments may be based in the fact that the turbulent struct
are elongated along the magnetic field with at least sev
meters of length. Consequently, they posses a substantia
ervoir of energy and particle ‘‘sink’’ to quickly accommo
date, i.e., parallel transport along field lines, any extra
quirements for energy~ionization and/or radiation! or
parallel convection of the ionized puff gas particles. The p
allel energy loss or particle gain within the turbulent stru
ture can also be balanced almost completely by radial tra
port between the core and the elongated structure. A radia
energy loss of;1 kW within the gas cloud is negligible with
respect to the power flow into that volume.

The DEGAS 2 Monte Carlo neutral transport code15 has
been used together with a collisional-radiative model
study the dependence of the line emission on the elec
density and temperature and to evaluate the sensitivity of
line emission to variations in these to plasma parameters
addition, the DEGAS 2 code considers in the case of a d
terium as puff not only the atomic physics for the neut

FIG. 2. Similar frequency spectra are seen in NSTX as the helium gas
is established, giving support to the assumption that the puff does not a
nor produce fluctuations. Top trace is the raw signal from a discrete
chord looking at a 2 cm ‘‘spot’’ on the emitting gas cloud~shot 109036!. The
bottom traces correspond to the frequency spectra at a low flow rate~1! and
a high flow rate~2!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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deuterium atoms but the emission from the dissociatingD2

molecule if excited during the collision.~Further details re-
garding the simulation ofD2 injection into Alcator C-Mod
plasmas can be seen in Ref. 16.! Figure 3 shows the depen
dence of the HeI emission at 587.6 nm~NSTX! and of the
Da emission~Alcator C-Mod! as a function of the electron
temperature and parameterized for four different elect
densities. The ordinate in both these graphs represents
ratio of the densities between the upper state of the trans
to the ground state@i.e., the functionf (ne ,Te) of Eq. ~1!#. As
can be seen in this figure, fluctuations in the line emission
HeI or Da can result from either density or temperature flu
tuations~or both!. Furthermore, the sensitivity on the ele
tron density and temperature varies through the scrape
layer and the edge. The actual dependence of this sensit
change depends on the actual electron profiles but in gen
as one moves radially inward through the scrape-off la
and into the core, finding increasing the electron densi
and temperatures, the line emission becomes less sensiti
both the electron density and temperature. Near the pea
light emission in NSTX the local emissivity of HeI at 587

FIG. 3. Dependence of the line emission rates on the electron temper
(Te) and electron density (ne) for ~a! HeI line at 587.6 nm~b! Da line at
656.2 nm. The ordinates represent the ratio of the densities betwee
upper state of the line transition to the ground state. Fluctuations in the
emission can result from either fluctuations onTe or ne .
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nm varies asS}ne
0.7Te

0.5, whereas near the peak of theDa

emission~Alcator C-Mod! the local emissivity varies asS
}ne

0.6Te
0.5.

Despite this complicated relationship, DEGAS 2 simu
tions have shown that the spatial structures imposed as
turbations onne and/or Te can be observed in the corre
sponding line emission. As a consequence of this, analys
the emission should yield similar wave number spectra t
those in the subjacent electron fluctuations either if the d
sity or temperature have dominant fluctuations or if the flu
tuations in these to parameters are in phase. Another re
from DEGAS 2 simulations for the case of deuterium is th
‘‘shadowing,’’ that is, the depletion of the neutral gas flo
due to a localized higher ionization rate upstream of the fl
although present is not a significant effect if only emissi
from atoms is considered.16 In this case the emission down
stream can be affected by a;20% at most for a 50% modu
lation in the electron density respect to the time-avera
profiles. Nevertheless, the inclusion of line emission fro
excited deuterium atoms while still in molecular state, due
its strong dependence on the electron temperature, incre
the shadowing effect to over 50%. Shadowing studies h
not yet been performed for helium puffs but it is expect
that the results will be similar to the deuterium case witho
molecular effects, i.e., shadowing not significant.

Simulations with DEGAS 2 have resulted in the bas
understanding between the relationships between the
emission and the electron density and temperature descr
above. Work with these simulations continues to incorpor
several aspects that may be relevant to the interpretatio
GPI diagnostic data. DEGAS 2 currently assumes toroi
symmetry while the real GPI gas puffs are localized tor
dally. The 3D geometry needs to be incorporated into
code and their effect on the emission analyzed. In a sim
way, metastable helium states are not currently includ
which may affect the HeI emission. Finally, DEGAS
should be applied to results from edge turbulence simula
in a time-dependent manner. In this way the line emission
each instant in time of the turbulence simulation can be c
culated from the perturbed electron density and tempera
2D profiles, including shadowing effects. The time evolvi
2D line emission profiles can then be projected into ‘‘im
ages’’ similar to those produced in the experiment by me
of the GPI diagnostic. The simulated images will then na
rally contain the loss-of-resolution effects described abo
and the reduced data from these images~frequency spectra
spatialk-number spectra correlation analysis, turbulent flo
analysis, etc.! can be compared to those obtained from t
GPI diagnostic and their associated discrete fast chords.

III. RESULTS

In this section we present some typical results from b
NSTX and Alcator C-Mod. These results do not intend to
complete nor to give a full description of the physical ph
nomena involved since this would be beyond the scope
the current paper but to illustrate the physics issues that
be studied with the help of GPI.
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Sequences of uncorrelated 10ms snapshots of HeI emission~587.6 nm! from a gas puff in NSTX. The sequences corresponds to
discharges with 0.9 MA of plasma current and 0.35 T of toroidal field. While the sequence in~a! was obtained during low confinement regime~L-mode, shot
108321!, the sequence in~b! corresponds to high confinement regime~H-mode, shot 108316!. The line emission from the H-mode discharge appears narro
and smoother than that of the L-mode discharge. The separatrix location is indicated with a white line, the core is located to the bottom left and theape-off
layer is to the top right.
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Snapshots of the gas puff emission from the edge
NSTX are shown in Fig. 4 corresponding to two discharg
with 0.9 MA of plasma current and 0.35 T of toroidal fiel
These snapshots were obtained with the Phantom v.4 di
camera running at 1000 frames/s and with 10ms exposure of
each frame. In the discharge in Fig. 4~a! the plasma has no
yet accessed the high confinement regime or H-mode, w
in the discharge in Fig. 4~b! the snapshots shown were o
tained while the plasma was in H-mode. The time inter
between frames~1 ms! in these two sequences is muc
longer than the autocorrelation time of the turbulence a
hence the images for each shot constitute snapshots o
turbulence with no correlation between one frame and
next one. Clear differences can be observed between t
two discharges which are characteristic for low confinem
regime~L-mode! and H-mode discharges: the line emissi
from the H-mode discharges: the line emission from
H-mode discharge appears narrower and smoother than
of the L-mode discharge. The narrow emission region
served in H-mode discharges is mainly due to narrower tim
averaged edge plasma profiles as simulated using DEGA
using the time-averaged electron density and tempera
profiles. While it is observed that L-mode discharges ha
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characteristically intermittent features~or ‘‘blobs’’ ! in the
scrape-off layer, the incidence of blobs in H-mode dischar
is much smaller with blobless images being more preva
than those where blobs can be seen. The intermittent fluc
tions in the scrape-off layer represent a 100% modulati
while the more Gaussian fluctuations seen at the edge h
typically a ;20% modulation respect to the average valu

Using the PSI-3~or PSI-4! camera and taking the 12~28!
successive frames at a high frame rate (>100 kHz!, the dy-
namics of the turbulence can be followed for a short per
of time. In these movies the turbulent features often app
to be born near the separatrix and propagate predomina
outward and poloidally. Six sequential images showing
amples of this in Alcator C-Mod can be seen in Fig. 5. T
larger~;1 cm! features move about 1 diam in an autocor
lation time ~;20 ms!, at speeds up to;0.5 m/ms. In some
cases, they appear as eddies, turning over once in a lifet
In other cases ‘‘coherent,’’ propagated wavelike patterns
seen, qualitatively similar to some of the NSTX observ
tions. ~A more complete analysis of GPI data from Alcat
C-Mod can be seen in Ref. 8.!

In contrast to the clear differences in the NSTX imag
taken during the L- and H-mode confinement phases
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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C-Mod no obvious differences in the spatial structure of
scrape-off turbulence between L- and H-mode are obser
It is hypothesized that this is a result of a difference in
emission location in the two devices. On C-Mod the high
edge densities~in both L- and H-mode! result in almost all of
the emission coming from the scrape-off layer and very li
emission coming from the transport barrier region;1 cm
inside the separatrix. On NSTX the lower scrape-off dens
during H-mode allows neutral penetration to the barrier
gion, and thus the reduced turbulence in the barrier regio
observed in the NSTX images. It is still interesting to no
that the C-Mod result implies that at least the spatial str
ture of the turbulence in the scrape-off layer is unchanged
the existence of the edge barrier.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Gas puff imaging, through the 2D imaging of the edg
allows both the poloidal and radial structure to be measu
at one instant in time without the need for this structure to
inferred from statistical correlations. The number of pixels
the images is substantially larger than that previou
achieved with Langmuir probes4 or beam emission spectros
copy ~BES!.5 The ultrafast framing digital cameras current
available can follow the motion of the turbulent structure
a few autocorrelation times. A new camera is being dev
oped at Princeton Scientific Instruments, the PSI-5, that
be capable of capturing 300 frames with a 64 pixel364 pixel
format at speeds of up to 1 000 000 frames/s increasing
recording time by an order of magnitude respect to the c
rently available cameras.

Measurements on NSTX and Alcator C-Mod are gen
ally consistent with previous Langmuir probe, reflectome

FIG. 5. ~Color! Six successive frames of a 250 kHz movie showing t
space and time evolution of the edge turbulence in Alcator C-Mod~shot
1010726015!. The black line shows the separatrix. The arrows show mo
ment of two ‘‘blobs,’’ one moving outward~toward the vessel wall! and
upward, the other moving outward and down. Both arrows remain in
same position frame-to-frame.
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and BES measurements. Nevertheless some measurem
can only be obtained through GPI. Among these meas
ments is the complex movement of the 2D edge structu
This movement shows velocity patterns that indicate co
plex flows at the edge, which may be related to zonal flo
On the other hand, GPI suffers the limitation that it is co
strained to the narrow region where the selected line em
sion is present. In its current incarnation it is limited to t
edge and scrape-off layer in the vicinity of the separatr
This limitation does not apply to BES, although it very mu
applies to Langmuir probes although for different reaso
i.e., probe survival. In comparison to BES, GPI is simple

Finally, gas puff imaging can became a very importa
tool to benchmark the constantly developing 3D nonline
electromagnetic codes used for edge turbulence simulati
Among these 3D nonlinear turbulence codes are the D
code of Hallastschek17 and Rogers18 and BOUT code of
LLNL. 19 Initial comparisons with these simulations are ce
tainly encouraging.8,20 These and/or other 3D nonlinear ele
tromagnetic codes are essential in the understanding of
physical processes leading to the edge turbulence, its ev
tion, and its eventual control.
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